Host Snitch says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Artemis 9907.16>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Snitch says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Continue Artemis 9907.16>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CEO_Wilks says:
:: in his office in engineering ::
CNS_Sodak says:
::On bridge::
CMO_Senn says:
::looks up as the turbolift travels in its way up::
CSO_McMer says:
::turbolift doors open, and I step onto the bridge::
OPS{Cap} says:
::getting off a biobed in sickbay and looks around for one of the doctors:: Someone: What happened?
MO_Ianden says:
::In Sickbay::
FCOJoe says:
::at the helm::
CTOFenrir says:
::On the bridge:: CSO: Have you located the ferengi ship?
MO_Ianden says:
Cap: You passed out.
XOBryant says:
@::::Keeps struggling against the bonds that are really starting to get on his nerves:::::
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: Are they secure?
AEnsKayan says:
::heading to her room to change into a uniform::
MO_Ianden says:
Cap: i would guess from all the information your counter part sent you.
CSO_McMer says:
::Walking over to the Science station:: CTO: Sir, what ferengi ship?  I just got on the bridge.
Host CO_Ross says:
@::Still in the security field, testing its strength against his own::
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: A Rigellian ox could not break those bonds.
OPS{Cap} says:
::"hears" something in his head, then turns to {Caq} and sees his eyes slowly opening:: MO: Look!, he's awake
FCOJoe says:
::thinks about reading some Sherlock Holmes in case of another mystery like this::
Nedakk says:
@  ::stretches as he hears the news::  Lecca:  Good.. I'm going to pay our guests a visit... keep us on course.
Lecca says:
@::nods::
XOBryant says:
@::::wonders what a cardassian would look like with a foot extruding from his waste excrement hole:::::
MO_Ianden says:
::Quickly grabs a med tricorder and heads over to caq::
CMO_Senn says:
::exits the TL and enters sickbay and notices Cap before asking for a report:: MO, OPS: Well... developments!
MO_Ianden says:
::Scans caq::
AEnsKayan says:
::putting her broken locket on the dresser, she quickly changes::
CSO_McMer says:
::Quickly checks the sensor readouts and notes we're following a warp trail, typical of a Ferengi ship::
Nedakk says:
@ ::Gets up and heads back into the ship's cargo hold, through several doors.  Cursing the short ferengi engineers who force everyone to bow as they pass through a door::
OPS{Caq} says:
::stirs slowly then tries to sit up, only to be restrained by the force field::
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: We believe a ferengi ship has taken the Captain and the XO, can you get us a fix on them?
FCOJoe says:
CTO: I suggest we bring the refractive shielding online
CMO_Senn says:
::looks at Immolisious:: MO: Can you take care of them?
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Sir, sensors show a typically Ferengi warp trail, and we are following it.  The ship itself is not yet on sensors.
XOBryant says:
@::::Can't wait to get free and find out  first hand:::::
MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Yes,
AEnsKayan says:
::running a comb through her hair then dashes out the door and heads for the bridge::
OPS{Cap} says:
Nurse: Give me my standard tricorder please.
OPS{Cap} says:
<Nurse> ::hands Cap his tricorder::
CMO_Senn says:
::nods to the MO and to both OPS officers, and turns to leave sickbay::
Nedakk says:
@  ::Enters through the large cargo doors and views his guests struggling against their bonds.  He made sure the entrance is in darkness, so they cannot see him::
OPS{Cap} says:
Nurse: Thank you ::goes over to the MO and scans his counterpart::
CTOFenrir says:
FCO: Lay in a course to follow that warp trail, maximum warp.
FCOJoe says:
CTO: Aye
MO_Ianden says:
::Turns of the force field the restrains caq::
FCOJoe says:
::increase speed as high as it can go::
OPS{Cap} says:
MO: Heart rate increasing, breathing normal, that's all I can tell with this standard tricorder
CSO_McMer says:
::refining sensors, trying to gather information on the type of ship we are following::
CTOFenrir says:
FCO: Engage
CMO_Senn says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge
Nedakk says:
@ CO&XO:  Comfortable are we.... ?   ::Glad the CO&XO are confined in a force field as well as bonds, they don't look happy::
OPS{Caq} says:
::sits up:: MO,Cap: How long have I been unconscious?
FCOJoe says:
::Says to himself:: And the monkey hits the ship
OPS{Cap} says:
Caq: for about 5 weeks
FCOJoe says:
<switch>
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: Who are you, I demand you release us immediately
CNS_Sodak says:
::Tries to focus on CO and XO::
MO_Ianden says:
Caq: How do you feel??
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: sir, i think i have a way to kind of mask our self from the ferengi sensors
AEnsKayan says:
::steps out of the TL and looks around, noting the empty feel of the bridge with the Captain missing::
Nedakk says:
@ CO:  I am the one who suffered.  Suffered because of your actions.
CMO_Senn says:
::exits the TL in the bridge and walks over to the CNS, although Sodak seems busy concentrating::
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: Yes, doctor?
CTOFenrir says:
*CEO* Great, how then?
OPS{Caq} says:
Caq: Like I was sucked out the airlock
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: Suffered? You don’t even know the meaning of the word, you will suffer once Starfleet Command finds you
OPS{Caq} says:
<MO>
AEnsKayan says:
::sees the doctor walk by her with out a word, her mind obviously else where::
CMO_Senn says:
CNS: Didn't want to interrupt you, Counselor... but I came back to the ship just before it left the starbase and I'd appreciate a report about the last events.
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: We'd have to modify the shields to reflect their scans back at them
Nedakk says:
@ Ross:  I don't know the meaning of the word.  ::laughs harshly::  Have you ever had your entire family killed with you remaining to remember them?
OPS{Cap} says:
MO: How long till the 2 of us are fit for duty?
AEnsKayan says:
::walks over to science::  CSO:  Sir, is there something you need me to do?
Lecca says:
@::leans back and watches all the blinking lights::
OPS{Caq} says:
MO: Yeah, I'd like to get back to work
CTOFenrir says:
*CEO* How long would it take to make the necessary modifications?
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: No, I can't say that I have, would you like to remain alive to relive the feeling?
FCOJoe says:
CSO: How far away?
XOBryant says:
@::::thinks of wonderful things that he is gonna do to this twisted warped snake when he gets the chance::::::
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: that’s the only thing i can think of, unless we get a cloaking device
CSO_McMer says:
::Noting a slight course shift to the Ferengi trail:: FCO: Helm, turn left 3 degrees and down 5 degrees.
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: Well, it appears the CO and XO were kidnapped and brought aboard a Ferengi ship.
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: It shouldn't take too long
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: Not yet on sensors.
Nedakk says:
@ Ross: I have.  You caused it.
FCOJoe says:
CSO: Understood ::makes proper adjustments::
OPS{Cap} says:
Caq: 01010100011010000110010101110010011001010010000001101001011100110010000001100001011011100110111101110100011010000110010101110010001000000111001001100101011000010111001101101111011011100010110000100000011011110111010101110010001000000100001101100001011100000111010001100001011010010110111000100000011000010110111001100100001000000101100001001111001000000110100001100001011101100110010100100000011000100110010101100101011011100010000001
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: I caused what? The death of your family........I think not Cardy
CTOFenrir says:
*CEO* alright, make the necessary shield adjustments, inform the bridge when it's complete
MO_Ianden says:
well you cap can go now,  but I would like to do a check up on caq real quick before I send him back to duty.
OPS{Caq} says:
Cap: 0100111101101000001000000110110101111001001011000010000001110111011001010010000001101101011101010111001101110100001000000110011101100101011101000010000001110100011011110010000001110100011010000110010100100000011000100111001001101001011001000110011101100101001000000111001001101001011001110110100001110100001000000110000101110111011000010111100100101110
AEnsKayan says:
::beginning to wonder if she is invisible::
CMO_Senn says:
CNS: Which I gather is the ship we're following now... right? ::wonders what can be happening to the CO and XO::
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: aye
CSO_McMer says:
::Looks up, sees Kayan, and signals her over to the Science station::
OPS{Cap} says:
MO: I appreciate it, send him to the bridge as soon as he's fit for duty
Nedakk says:
@ Ross:  Near the end of the war... you destroyed a Dominion Station... along with my Wife, my sons, my daughters...
OPS{Cap} says:
::exits sickbay and goes to the turbolift:: Computer: Bridge, and step on it
XOBryant says:
@ Landek: hey Cardy, how does it feel to know that your whole species got mostly wiped out by its dominion masters?
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: Yes, doctor. you are correct. ::Smiles at CMO::
Nedakk says:
@ Ross:  Do not argue the meaning of suffering with me.  You have no right.  You are a murderer.
AEnsKayan says:
::steps over to his other side::
OPS{Cap} says:
::enters bridge and relieves the junior OPS officer::
CEO_Wilks says:
:: begins to modify the shields ::
OPS{Cap} says:
::starts to run scans::
XOBryant says:
And turn me loose and I am sure that my large human butt can modify something at hand.
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan:  I'm on the warp trail of the Ferengi ship we're tracking.  Could you keep a watch on the rest of the area, make sure that there aren't any ships in ambush?
FCOJoe says:
CTO: She's as fast as I can get her
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: Your pardon Nedakk, my crew attempted to halt the destruction of the station...
CMO_Senn says:
::smiles back at the counselor:: CNS: Thank you, Lt.
OPS{Cap} says:
CSO: Status report, did someone find out what ship our officers were on?
XOBryant says:
@Nedakk: Kind of makes you feel like a roach running from the exterminator doesn't it?
MO_Ianden says:
::scans caq a few times::
Nedakk says:
@ Ross:  They failed.  My family died.  You placed the bombs, you are responsible.
CSO_McMer says:
OPS: I'm uncertain, I reported to the bridge in the middle of this, perhaps the CTO could give us more info?
AEnsKayan says:
::nods::  CSO:  all right.
OPS{Cap} says:
CSO: well I will, but first the good news, Caq is out of his coma
Nedakk says:
@  ::Keys a command in the padd and electrifies Bryants bonds::
CMO_Senn says:
::spots Kayan, freshly changed into a uniform and remembers that she is still wearing the same uniform she did in the base... sighs, no chance to change right now:: CNS: I'll see you later.
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking up at OPS:: OPS: That’s excellent!!!
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: Wrong again Cardassian, your intelligence is faulty from the start, but I'm not here to give you information, all that I can say is that you are 'Dead' wrong, reconsider your actions
CSO_McMer says:
::Burying head back in the sensor read outs, giving Kayan a playful hip nudge::
AEnsKayan says:
::makes some minor adjustments on the sensors and runs LRS, watching for ships in their pathway::
MO_Ianden says:
Caq: Well I am now sure you are fit for duty,  but if you start feeling worse I would like it if you come back to sickbay, ok?
CMO_Senn says:
::enters the TL again, and orders it to take her back to sickbay::
AEnsKayan says:
::looks over at Jason with surprise and smiles::
XOBryant says:
@Nedakk: You have no idea just how wrong snake face... and I can't wait for the chance to show you.... why don't you just turn us loose and save yourself a lot of trouble and pain?
Nedakk says:
@ Ross:  Typical... Starfleet trains you well.  Hide behind words and denials, lay the blame on someone else.  Meanwhile my family is dead.  ::Gets angry at his captives and leaves the hold::
OPS{Caq} says:
MO: Thank you doctor
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: Modifications complete, i can't guarantee that the ferengi won't get suspicious
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: It's good to see you're alright.  Can you give the CEO a hand getting the refractive shielding up?  We're trying to avoid the ferengi ship detecting us
OPS{Caq} says:
::stands up and tries to get used to his legs again
CSO_McMer says:
::Only partially pretending to be completely absorbed in watching the scan readouts::
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: Reconsider Nedakk, this will hurt you more
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Ferengi Ship sir? I'm sorry, I was in sickbay, but I'll get right on it
CTOFenrir says:
*CEO* acknowledged, raise the refractive shields
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: Cody, can you hear me?
CMO_Senn says:
::enters sickbay and watches Cap from the doors, smiling... wondering why it took him so long::
Nedakk says:
@  ::Stomps back to the Bridge::  Lecca:  Would you like a turn with our guests?  I don't want to deprive you of your favorite pastime.
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: aye
XOBryant says:
@CO: Yes sir?
OPS{Caq} says:
::wobbles a bit and then walks to the turbolift:: Computer: Bridge, but try not to shake me up too much
CNS_Sodak says:
::Resuming to focus on CO and XO::
Lecca says:
@::notices Nedakk's mood:: Nedakk: What, wasn't it any fun?
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: We must make this Cardy rethink his actions, enough so that he or they get careless, take the first chance you get to make an escape, understood
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: Well, we discovered the captain and XO were taken by a Ferengi ship...they tapped into our own transporter controls, now that the refractive shields are up, work on a way to beam the captain and the XO through the ferengi ship's shields if need be
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: shields raised
CTOFenrir says:
*CEO* acknowledged, good work
AEnsKayan says:
::with things set, she thinks back to the last hour on the starbase wondering what that incident was all about.  Wonders if the doctor could enlighten her any::
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: They continue to talk... I will wait until you've softened them a little.  The pain bonds are working.
OPS{Cap} says:
OPS: Well, that's the big challenge of any good OPS officer, but I'll try
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: thank you sir :: walks back into his office::
XOBryant says:
@CO: sir if I escape shortly after killing both of these snakes I will let you know..... What are they talking about anyways.... I mean they started the war::::whining a little bit cuz he can't get his hands around a reptile throat::::
Lecca says:
@::grins::  I'd be delighted.  ::leaves for cargo bay::
FCOJoe says:
CSO: Anything on sensors?
CMO_Senn says:
MO: Please make sure that sickbay is ready in the case we get the CO and XO back, doctor... be ready for... well... ::not too comfortable:: their hosts might not be too nice to them.
OPS{Caq} says:
::enters the bridge and walks to the CTO first:: CTO: Lieutenant 010000110110000101110001 reporting for duty SIR!
Lecca says:
@::arrives in cargo bay and smiles maliciously at the two prisoners::
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO:  Perception is usually on the side of the beholder, remember your protocols, use a little.........
MO_Ianden says:
CMO: Aye......Do you think they will be ....a...killed? ::His expression dims to the thought::
CTOFenrir says:
OPS{Caq}: welcome back Mr. Caq, your counter part will brief you on the situation.
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: Nothing yet.  The trail seems to pretty much straight arrow right now.
Host CO_Ross says:
@Lecca: Out for a walk about?
OPS{Caq} says:
::nods to the CTO and then walks to Cap::
XOBryant says:
CO: aye sir.... I'll try.....
Nedakk says:
@  ::Sits at the control console, noticing they are nearing their destination.::
CMO_Senn says:
::looks serious at the MO:: MO: I do hope not, Lt. But I'm sure that were the case, some would be terribly happy to have a chance at a promotion, wouldn't you agree? ::half-angry, half amused:: In the meantime, we shall pretend they are alive and will keep being alive.
Lecca says:
@CO: You must be the Starfleet officers I've heard so much about.
Host CO_Ross says:
@Lecca: Little o'le us? I serious doubt that
CMO_Senn says:
::tries to comb her hair a little with one hand, and with the other tries to smoothen her crumpled uniform, without any success::
Host Snitch says:
@ACTION : At the bridge of the ferengi freighter, a communication comes through..
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: transfer weapon control to your station
OPS{Cap} says:
~~~{Caq}~~~ ::transmits the basic recap to Caq::
Nedakk says:
@  ::Puts ship on Autopilot and gets ready to load his cargo::
MO_Ianden says:
::has a feeling of guilt in his mind:::
FCOJoe says:
CSO: Let me know when you find something?
Host Snitch says:
@*Nedakk* : Can you hear me?
XOBryant says:
@Lecca: Ma’am I don't know quite what you have heard but as you can see we don't eat baby's and we don't hurt anything unless we have too.  Please let us go.... I'm sure this is all a misunderstanding.
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Aye Aye sir ::thinks how fun it will be to blow up some Ferengi butt and then slaves Weapons Control to OPS::
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: Roger.
Nedakk says:
@  ::Answers Comm, without visual::  *Comm*  Yes.
FCOJoe says:
CSO: My name's not Roger
CSO_McMer says:
::Gives FCO a long look to see if he's joking, or not....::
Host Snitch says:
@*Nedakk* : Well, you wanted to know when the Artemis left the SB.. Well.: She's gone.. I didn't notice it leaving, but.. And i think they went in your direction...
Lecca says:
@XO: You don't eat babies? But I see you have no problem with slaughtering innocents..
OPS{Cap} says:
Caq: You work on the transporters, I'll man the weapons
AEnsKayan says:
::sees there was not much she can really do here::
Nedakk says:
@  *Comm*  I'm not worried... this will be over soon enough.  I'll have my retribution.
OPS{Caq} says:
::works on seeing how to transport through Ferengi shielding
Host CO_Ross says:
@Lecca: It was not Starfleet who allowed non-combatants in a combat zone.......we are not to blame
XOBryant says:
@Lecca: excuse me but war is terrible and i never shot at anything that didn't shoot at me first.
Host Snitch says:
@*Nedakk* : Ok.. I did my part.. ::the channel gets closed::
FCOJoe says:
*CEO*: Can you give more power to the engines?
XOBryant says:
@Lecca: Ma’am did you think that I wanted to see my friends killed?
CMO_Senn says:
::watches Immolisious getting sickbay ready and enters her office, closing the door::
Lecca says:
@::begins to be angry::  CO/XO: Federation lies! ::calms down again::  XO/CO: Note how you contradict yourselves.
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  Sir, would you mind if I go visit the CMO?  If she is not busy that is?
CEO_Wilks says:
*FCO*: will do
Nedakk says:
@  ::Gets up and heads back to the cargo-hold::
CEO_Wilks says:
:: Begins diverting power to engines ::
CTOFenrir says:
::Tapping his fingers:: CSO: Anything yet?
XOBryant says:
@Lecca: Contradict myself?  And just how is that?
Host CO_Ross says:
@Lecca: It is you both that contradict yourselves..........who has kidnapped who?
CMO_Senn says:
::presses the button to pull the blinds over the large windows and takes a seat... it's been a long shoreleave::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Breaks concentration for a moment:: I wonder
CNS_Sodak says:
<wonder>
Lecca says:
@XO: Are you as dull as you are bloodthirsty? ::losing her patience::
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan: I'm a bit concerned that this may be intended to lead us into an ambush.  We can get a TO tech up hear to man the wide area sweeps if you really need to go.
FCOJoe says:
::notices the warp factor going up::
Nedakk says:
@  ::Enters the Hold::  Lecca... time to move to the second phase.  ::hits his padd and a light shines on large rectangular box::
CMO_Senn says:
::pulls down on the front of her uniform tunic. People used to say that it worked for one of the most famous ship's Captains::
XOBryant says:
@Lecca: Ma’am... you are probably right.... if you turn me loose it will be your last act but Captain Ross is A totally different matter.
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  Naw, I don't really need to go.. it is just... well, I feel kind of useless right now and I would like to talk with the CMO.  It can wait though.
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: ::quietly:: They are pretty infuriating, aren't they?  All that Federation brainwashing.
Nedakk says:
@  ::Disengages forcefields::  Co&XO:  Get in there.. ::Their feet bonds have been released so they can walk::
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: It will be over soon enough.
Nedakk says:
@ ::Raises a phaser at the officers::
Host CO_Ross says:
@Nedakk: 2nd phase, let me warn you both, I'm not going anywhere ::Runs towards Lecca::
CSO_McMer says:
ALL: The warp trail signature is getting fresher.  I extrapolate an interception in approximately 30 minutes.
XOBryant says:
::::Stands up and rushes towards the Cardassian:::::
CTOFenrir says:
CNS: You don't think we're being "lured" away do you...this is hauntingly similar to the role the Artemis played in the attack against the station....except this time we're following
Nedakk says:
@ ::Stuns the CO with a high Stun setting.. he doesn't get near Lecca::
CMO_Senn says:
::looks like what worked for Picard is not going to work for her... she takes the uniform tunic off and puts her medical smock on, feeling way too tired::
FCOJoe says:
CSO: Good
Nedakk says:
@  XO: Are you going to cooperate?
CTOFenrir says:
CNS: and if this is motivated by revenge...
Lecca says:
@::grins at prisoners from the other side of the phaser::
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Sir, have you given any serious thought as to what we're going to do when we catch up with this ship?
XOBryant says:
@Neddak: as long as you have that phaser pointed at my captain.... I will and god help you if you hurt him.....::::goes to take the captains pulse::::
CNS_Sodak says:
CTO: I DO get that impression sir.....not only that it feels so "Non-Ferengi"
CEO_Wilks says:
:: exits engineering and enters TL:: TL: Bridge
Nedakk says:
@  XO:  Get in there.. ::gestures at the open door::  NOW!
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Well, any suggestions would be welcome
CEO_Wilks says:
:: Exits TL, and takes the engineering station on the bridge
CEO_Wilks says:
<::>
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Depending on if the ship is what we think it is, I suggest we have an armed away team waiting.  When we get in range, use ships phasers to take out their engineering and then immediately bean in a rescue team.
XOBryant says:
::::Grabs the Captain and pulls him towards the door:::::::
MO_Ianden says:
::Finishes with the sickbay::
FCOJoe says:
CSO: Any course corrections?
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: Glad you are cooperating...
Host CO_Ross says:
@::Moans from the stun::
CMO_Senn says:
::looks around and decides it is not a good time to stay locked in... and exits her office::
Nedakk says:
<CO&XO>
CTOFenrir says:
CNS: Yes...i thought they we're being paid to do it...but your right, Ferengi don't usually do this kind of business...
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking back down at sensor readings:: FCO: No, they're still straight line.
AEnsKayan says:
::sighs as she makes another minor adjustment::  CSO:  There seems to be nothing out of the ordinary in our way.
Nedakk says:
@ ::When both CO&XO are inside, he goes and seals the door which hermetically seals itself when shut.::
CNS_Sodak says:
CTO: And we would have received ransom demands by now
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan: I know, but that's what worries me.  This is too "neat".
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: Time to end this, finally.
CTOFenrir says:
::Agrees with the CSO:: OPS: See to it that a rescue team is assembled and on hot standby to beam over to the ferengi ship to rescue that captain and XO
CMO_Senn says:
::supervises MO's work:: MO: Everything seems in order...  ::nods approvingly::
FCOJoe says:
CNS,CTO: I don't mean to interrupt but I think Mr. Sodak is right
Nedakk says:
@ ::Exits the Cargo Hold, turns to the exterior wall unit and seals the hold and initiates  the pre-programmed sequence he put in place::
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: Finally. ::savoring the moment::
OPS{Caq} says:
::reallocates some free power to the transporters::
CTOFenrir says:
CNS: Maybe...they are using a ferengi ship to give us the wrong idea...to catch us off guard thinking it's just the ferengi...
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The CO and XO feel a strange feeling, and then they are weightless...
Nedakk says:
@ ::Follows Lecca back to the Bridge and sits at control console::
CSO_McMer says:
::Prepares sensor program to isolate out our missing crew members, once we're in sensor range....::
OPS{Caq} says:
CTO: I think it may be possible to beam through their shields, but not probable, and even when we do, we'll have to drop our shields first
CNS_Sodak says:
CTO: That thought has crossed my mind
CSO_McMer says:
OPS: That’s why I suggested we disable them first.
XOBryant says:
:::floats around::::
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: Program initiated.  Bring us about, head back the way we came.. fastest speed possible.
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Keep your eyes for any ships, or anything that looks like we're walking into an ambush
Lecca says:
Nedakk: Aye.  ::does so::
Host CO_Ross says:
@::begins to get space sickness, while coming out of the stun::
CSO_McMer says:
OPS: But it will have to be a precise shot, and only after we've located our "boys".
MO_Ianden says:
::Senses that the CMO feels tires and sad::
OPS{Cap} says:
::thinks "disable them, darn and I wanted to blow them sky high"::
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  We are going back to the base that was accidentally destroyed.  what would the ferengi have to do with that and what would the ferengi want with the XO & CO?
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Aye sir, AEns Kayan is already on that.
MO_Ianden says:
<Tired>
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: But what if we accidentally destroy the ship?  
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: Cody, where are we?
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca:  Shields and Transporter Jammers are in place.
Lecca says:
@::nods::
CMO_Senn says:
::walks over to a desktop... unable to help herself, she brings up a bridge status, as if trying to distract herself::
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan: Good questions, all the more reason to not trust what we're walking into.
XOBryant says:
@CO: good question sir.....
Nedakk says:
@  ::smiles to himself as he reads the sensor read out from the cargo hold::
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Match our fire to the circumstance.
CTOFenrir says:
ALL: Well, i want whoever is on that ferengi ship arrested and brought back to the station in the brig
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: Cody, what happened?
OPS{Cap} says:
FCO: how long till we reach our "target"
OPS{Cap} says:
<?>
XOBryant says:
@CO: sir they used you to stop me from getting a hold of them.
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca:  Any sign of the Artemis?
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: I didn’t figure I would get close enough before they stunned me or worse...
CSO_McMer says:
::Noting change in sensor readings:: All: There is a Ferengi vessel on the edge of sensor range, its now heading right at us!
FCOJoe says:
OPS: I'd say about 20 minutes
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: ETA?
XOBryant says:
@CO: don't worry sir, sooner or later they will make a big enough mistake.
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: With it reversing course its much less that that!
CTOFenrir says:
Red alert.
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: More like 5 minutes.
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  There is only the one ship out there.  I am picking up nothing else that has been this way in awhile.
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: Yes, quite true, but from this vantage point, I doubt we will be able to appreciate it
MO_Ianden says:
::he finishes what he was doing and sits in a chair with nothing more to do:::
CSO_McMer says:
::Taking a close look at Ferengi ship's signature to identify ship class, and any modifications...::
XOBryant says:
@CO: sir life is a gamble sometimes you pay the price.....
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: No, no sign of the Artemis.  But there is some kind of sensor echo.
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Are their shields up?
CMO_Senn says:
::she seats on a stool, intent on the data displayed in the desktop::
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: Moving toward us...less than five minutes away.
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: There is always the unexpected, the Cavalry never come over the hilltop anymore.....
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Their shields are up, and they seem to be of military strength...
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : It is getting cold inside the box that holds the CO and XO
OPS{Cap} says:
::prepares targeting scanners::
MO_Ianden says:
::senses that nurse Walter is happy that he might be able to help treat the captain::
Nedakk says:
@  Lecca:  Hmm... run a subspace disruption scan.. if it’s the Artemis, there will be subspace disruptions from her warp drive.
CSO_McMer says:
::Checking for life signs on the ship::
OPS{Caq} says:
::prepares to drop shields and transport at a moment's notice::
Lecca says:
@::silently runs the scan::
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: Inform the rescue party to be ready
XOBryant says:
@CO: sir even the worst can catch you unsuspecting sometimes.
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: I am reading subspace disruptions consistent with warp drive.
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: Is the temperature dropping, or is it my imagination?
CMO_Senn says:
::watches around, pleased that her officers have taken the positions as befitting for red alert without her having to instruct them::
XOBryant says:
@CO: yeah its getting colder.....
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca:  I'm locking phasers to a point 100 meters in front of the disruption.. Let's see if I hit anything... firing now ::Fires the minimal phasers at the disruption::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The Artemis' shields glow.. Showing on visual
OPS{Cap} says:
::pulls up a crew roster and picks a team of crewmembers to prepare as a team::
Nedakk says:
@  Lecca:  Lock on.. prepare to launch photon torpedoes.  We only have ten.. make them count.
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: Got it.
CTOFenrir says:
ALL: Report?
CSO_McMer says:
FCO: I suggest evasive action...
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: Torpedoes ready.
FCOJoe says:
CSO: So do I
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The freighter reveals a few torpedo tubes coming out of its cargo hold
CTOFenrir says:
FCO: Evasive action
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: Fires.
FCOJoe says:
::takes evasive action::
Lecca says:
@::fires::
CSO_McMer says:
ALL: Photon torps!!!!!
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: Return fire, target their weapons array, i want them disabled not destroyed
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: Cody,........have you put 2 + 2 together yet? ::smirks::
FCOJoe says:
::yells::Come and get us, ::moves below the torpedoes::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The Artemis evades the two first torpedoes..
OPS{Cap} says:
::fires a full spread::
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Scan for the captain and the XO
XOBryant says:
@CO: it still equals four sir.
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca:  Prepare for ramming, we are never going to win this fight.  But we might as well take them with us... Charging Engines and forward shields.
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Aye sir, :: Initiating program to isolate out CO/XO::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The freighter rocks.. the left Torpedo launcher jams, and won't fire..
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: Keep firing phasers and whatever torps we have left.
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: That is what I'm afraid of, even in this part of the universe..........::Rubs his arms to get warm::
CTOFenrir says:
CSO, OPS: Status of the freighter?
Lecca says:
@::nods solemnly::
OPS{Cap} says:
::fires phasers at strategic points on their shields, trying to knock them out without destroying them::
Lecca says:
@::and keeps firing::
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan: Keep an eye on the gyrations of that ship, and anything else suddenly appearing...
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Shields dropping rapidly
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  On it.
Nedakk says:
@  ::Brings the freighter up to top speed and heads directly for the Artemis.::
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: Left torpedo launcher is down.
FCOJoe says:
CTO: They're going to ram us
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The Artemis rocks..
CEO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: WE could try to beam through their shields, but that would require our transport frequency to be set to the same as their shields
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca:  Keep using the right one then.
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: Use phasers only to take out their shields
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Down to 65%, Port torpedo array damaged beyond use
MO_Ianden says:
::feels the Artemis rock::
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: Of course.
AEnsKayan says:
::bends her legs to keep from falling backwards::
FCOJoe says:
::moves out of the collision path::
CMO_Senn says:
::gets a report from her med teams, no injured, no casualties yet... she sighs in relief::
Nedakk says:
@ ::Adjusts course to hit the Artemis::
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: I'm not able to scan anything within their ship, due to shield interference.
OPS{Cap} says:
::stabilizes himself and then fires both dorsal and ventral phaser arrays at the Ferengi scum::
FCOJoe says:
OPS: Are the aft weapons working?
CTOFenrir says:
FCO: They came a little close to us on that pass....
OPS{Cap} says:
Yaaaaaaaahooooooooooo, ::hits them again::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The Artemis and the freighter rub shields.. Both shield go down 10%
FCOJoe says:
::increases speed::
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Sir, the shields on both us and them are down to 10%
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: What if we do a couple of shield only hits to knock them down the rest of the way?
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: Shields are dropping, we better do this quick.
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  Jason, I have an idea... Hold on....
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca:  Hell they are quick... prepare self-destruct.
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: I don't want to go anywhere near them, it looks like they're trying to ram us
CSO_McMer says:
::Nods at Kayan::
Lecca says:
@::nods::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The freighter is hit in the engines..
AEnsKayan says:
::Takes a reading of the shields harmonics::
CEO_Wilks says:
CTO: they activated their self-destruct system!
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : All power is lost. And the freighter is dead in space.
Nedakk says:
@ ::Looks at read out::  Damn.. our sensor dampening field is down.. as well as the transporter jammers.
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : Self-destruct won't work..
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Their dead in the water
CSO_McMer says:
::Scanning their ship again::
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: Halt fire   CSO: Scan for the captain and the XO quickly
CSO_McMer says:
::Attempting to locate and lock on to CO and XO::
OPS{Cap} says:
::holds fire::
CMO_Senn says:
::wonders when they are going to beam the CO and XO back onboard::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The CSO can not find the CO or XO in the ship.
Lecca says:
@::hits the console in frustration::
OPS{Caq} says:
::attempts to locate and get a lock on their stolen crewmembers::
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca: do we have enough power to open all airlocks?
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: I'm not finding them on this ship.
Lecca says:
@::frowns, tapping at dead and dying buttons::
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: does that mean they're not there....or they are being shielded
AEnsKayan says:
::frowns at the ships readings.  Shields down but their people don't seem to be there.... seem...::
CEO_Wilks says:
CTO: should we take an away team?
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: I suggest we put them in tow and back track their trail, perhaps the let off a shuttle?
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The air seems to get rare in the box, making Ross and Kenny drowsy..
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: the team is ready if you want them to go.
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: There is no sign of a shielded area on that ship.
FCOJoe says:
CTO: Sir permission to lead the AT
Nedakk says:
@  *Artemis*  Your Captain and XO are as good as dead.  ::kills comm::
FCOJoe says:
::doesn’t believe it::
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  I guess that answers that.  Unless they have them elsewhere and this was a decoy.
Host CO_Ross says:
@XO: Cody, ::begins chuckling from anoxia:: I think the air is getting thin in here
Nedakk says:
@ Lecca:  Decompress the ship now... It was a pleasure serving with you, my niece.
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: lock onto that man and beam him to the bridge, place a forcefield around him
Lecca says:
@Nedakk: There's always that.  ::smiles::  You too.  ::taps the instruction into the computer::
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan: We can send an AT on board and tear it apart bolt by bolt, and take it with us with a tractor beam.
XOBryant says:
@::::Grins at the CO::::CO sir I think you just might be right.
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan:  They could have off loaded them....
CNS_Sodak says:
CTO: Well, that definitely wasn't a Ferengi
OPS{Caq} says:
::energizes::
Nedakk says:
@ ::Hears the clunks of the opening airlocks then the almost instantaneous feel of vacuum and chill of space.  Dies a few seconds later as the bridge airlock opens::
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  If they do not destroy the ship first.  They don't sound like people who will be easily taken.  That voice sounded angry.
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : Nedakk's dead body gets transported to the bridge of the Artemis
Lecca says:
@::wonders if we couldn't have found a less painful way of killing ourselves...::
OPS{Cap} says:
Self: Well that was worth a transport
CMO_Senn says:
<Gorman> ::already on duty in the bridge, he rushes to the body of the Cardassian and scans it with his tricorder::
CTOFenrir says:
::Shakes head:: 
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  There is a body floating out the ship.
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Anyone else alive on that thing?
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : Small debris can be found floating in space
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: We just detected a body floating out of the ship.
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : They are left-overs from the station..
CEO_Wilks says:
::Stares at the viewscreen::
CSO_McMer says:
::Scanning through debris in the area::
XOBryant says:
@:::Begins to gasp from lack of ATMOSPHERE!:::::
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: Tap into their computer core, download any info you can....i don't want anyone going over there it's going to blow any minute
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: I suggest we follow their warp trail and see if they ejected any capsules or if a shuttle was launched.
Host CO_Ross says:
@::also begins to gasp for air::
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Already linked sir, I just love hacking into alien computers
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  no further life signs ::frowns::  Why did they kill themselves?
CMO_Senn says:
<Gorman> ::makes sure the body is taken from the bridge and resumes his quiet watch of the bridge crew, the same way he does every time there's red alert::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : Ross and Cody pass out
CSO_McMer says:
::Nods to Kayan: CTO: No further life signs on the vessel.
CTOFenrir says:
FCO: Take us on a back track of their warp trail
CTOFenrir says:
FCO: engage
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: the CSO has full access to their database, may have to figure out some passwords, but we're in
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Do you want us to tractor the vessel?
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: tap into ship logs, did anything get ejected or launched from the ship
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  Jason, I don't like this.  There is something wrong.  What about your original idea of an AT going over there?
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: checking logs now
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Is the freighter autodestruct still on?
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan: If we tractor the ship behind us we can send the away team while checking out their back trail.
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The CSO gets a strange reading.. Faint lifesigns..
OPS{Caq} says:
::uses a direct link to the computer to read the logs at the speed of light::
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: They have no power, I can not detect their autodestruct.
AEnsKayan says:
CSO:  yea, but they opened the air locks.
CSO_McMer says:
Kayan: That’s mechanical.
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Something was beamed off the ship
CMO_Senn says:
::once again, a dead body enters sickbay... a cardassian:: Well, I'll be... ::she narrows her eyes::
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: What coordinates was it beamed
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: Checking
CSO_McMer says:
::Noting new readings:: CTO: Sir, there are some faint life signs.  Let me get a fix on them.
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: They were beamed to... the same coordinates of that station we blew up
AEnsKayan says:
::helps to fine tune the scans, filtering out some of the background noise::
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Where are you reading the lifesigns at?
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: I have them.  Locking transporters on.  Activating security field to their transport target.
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : Ross and Cody start seeing this white light..
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Should we have security report to the transport pad, just incase?
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: Yes, and a full medical team
AEnsKayan says:
*CMO*:  this is the bridge.  We may have the XO & CO soon.
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : The CSO can see the life signs went flat
AEnsKayan says:
::looks at the scanners reading in fear::
CSO_McMer says:
CTO: Lifesigns went flat, transporting now.
CMO_Senn says:
*Kayan* Thanks for letting us know, Ensign. 
MO: well... I hope we are ready, Ianden.
CSO_McMer says:
::Initiating transport
CSO_McMer says:
::
CTOFenrir says:
CSO: forget the security teams, beam them directly to sick bay
AEnsKayan says:
*CMO*:  Sir, their life signs just went flat
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : Ross and Cody are beamed directly to sickbay
CMO_Senn says:
::grabs her medical tricorder, and nods to Walter to get the equipment ready to revive them::
CSO_McMer says:
::Adjusting transport target to sick bay::
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: we have them, can I blow up the ferengi now?
CTOFenrir says:
OPS: Lock a tractor beam on that ship, we're taking it with us
MO_Ianden says:
::grabs his tricorder and tells one of the nurses to get the equipment::
CTOFenrir says:
FCO: take us back to starbase 185
CMO_Senn says:
::signals Ianden to go to the XO, and she scans the CO as Walter places the oxygen mask on his face and she presses the hypo against his neck::
OPS{Cap} says:
CTO: locking tractor beam ::locks tractor beam on the ship::
FCOJoe says:
CTO: Aye
CSO_McMer says:
::Noting transport complete:: Kayan: If you want to go to sick bay to help out, I think I've got it from here on.
FCOJoe says:
::engages warp drive::
MO_Ianden says:
::scans the xo while the nurse brings the equipment::
CSO_McMer says:
::Returns scans to wide area::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : MO does not pick up any life signs.. There is still cortical activity though
CMO_Senn says:
::quickly switches the different biobed panel's diagnostics:: MO: I have him near to death for lack of oxygen... I'm sure Commander Bryant is suffering the same condition.
AEnsKayan says:
::nods and exits the bridge to head toward sickbay::
MO_Ianden says:
::Puts an oxygen mask on the xo and hypo's his neck::
CMO_Senn says:
::extends her hand as Walter gives her another hypo and a small device she places over the CO's forehead::
MO_Ianden says:
::give the xo another hypo and puts a small device on the XO forehead::
Host Snitch says:
ACTION : Slowly, each of the officer's life signs come back and stabilize..
AEnsKayan says:
::enters sickbay and stands off to the side to watch, not wanting to interfere::
CMO_Senn says:
::as she administers the second hypo, she can see the Captain's lifesigns going back to normal, slowly:: CO: Couldn't let my brig partner go just like that... ::smiles at Walter as the young Nurse looks at her puzzled:
Host Snitch says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 9906.16>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Snitch says:
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